
JHK DESIGN HIRE TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Large & XL Easels/ Stands for hire 

A security bond of $50 per stand hired must be provided in cash on pick up. This bond will be returned to you 
when you return the stand/s in their original condition when provided to you. Failure to return the stand/s, major 
damage or missing components will forfeit your bond. Normal and minor wear and tear is expected and will not 
be charged as above. The standard hire fee includes two days of hire (48 hours) if the stand/s are not retuned 
within this time period an additional $10 per day will be taken from the cash bond. Booking & Payment of the hire 
fee acknowledges and accepts these hire terms. 

Small Easels/ Stands for hire 

A security bond of $20 per stand hired must be provided in cash on pick up. This bond will be returned to you 
when you return the stand/s in their original condition when provided to you. Failure to return the stand/s, major 
damage or missing components will forfeit your bond. Normal and minor wear and tear is expected and will not 
be charged as above. The standard hire fee includes two days of hire (48 hours) if the stand/s are not retuned 
within this time period an additional $5 per day will be taken from the cash bond. Booking & Payment of the hire 
fee acknowledges and accepts these hire terms. 

Mirror Hire 

A security bond of $50 per mirror hired must be provided in cash on pick up. This bond will be returned to you 
when you return the mirror/s in their original condition when provided to you. Failure to return the mirror/s, major 
damage or missing components will forfeit your bond. Normal and minor wear and tear is expected and will not 
be charged as above. The standard hire fee includes two days of hire (48 hours) if the mirror/s are not retuned 
within this time period an additional $10 per day will be taken from the cash bond. Booking & Payment of the hire 
fee acknowledges and accepts these hire terms. 

Wooden Wishing Well hire 

A security bond of $100 per Wooden Wishing Well hired must be provided in cash on pick up. This bond will be 
returned to you when you return the Wooden Wishing Well in its original condition when provided to you. Failure to 
return the Wooden Wishing Well, major damage or missing components will forfeit your bond. Normal and minor 
wear and tear is expected and will not be charged as above. The standard hire fee includes two days of hire (48 
hours) if the Wooden Wishing Well is not retuned within this time period an additional $20 per day will be taken 
from the cash bond. Booking & Payment of the hire fee acknowledges and accepts these hire terms. 
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